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Wiring the Components to the Walrus Robot: Power Switch, Batteries, FunduMoto Shield, I2C LCD, 

Motors, Light Sensors, Bump Switches, Ultrasonic Sensor, Bluetooth, and Servo 

 

Recommended Age: 10 and up 

Difficulty Level: 1/5 

 

www.RabbitRobots.com 

 
WARNING. CHOKING HAZARD: This kit contains small parts. Not suitable for children under 3 years. 
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Getting Started 
 

ID QTY Description Re-Order# 

A 1 Ultrasonic sensor  

B 1 I2C adaptor board for LCD  

C 1 2x16 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)  

D 1 9g Servo  

E 1 HC-06 Bluetooth module  

F 2 Motors  

G 2 Photo-resistors  

H 2 Micro cherry switches  

I 1 3 Position 2 pole power switch  

J 1 8xAA battery 1.5V holder  

K 1 2.1mm power connector - Male  

L 1 Pack of wires  

M 10 Jumper Wires Female - Female  

N 10 Jumper Wires Male - Female  

O 10 Wires Male - Male  

 

 

Required Tools: 

 Soldering Iron with Solder 

 Phillips screwdriver 

 

Extra Recommended Tools: 

  Wire stripper/Knife 
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1)  Arduino Controller 
 

 
Figure 1 

 

The Arduino Uno (or compatible control board) should be screwed to the top of the Walrus 

robot (Figure 1). This controller is mounted on the four standoffs using the M3x5 screws that are 

provided.  If you have decided to use an Arduino Mega2560 controller (or compatible control 

board), the Mega can be mounted to the six standoffs using the M3x5 screws that are provided. 

 

2)  FunduMoto Shield 
 

 
Figure 2a      Figure 2b 

We need to mount the Fundumoto Shield onto the Arduino board.  Arrange the FunduMoto shield so 

that the top side is face-up. Notice the different areas of this circuit board and the location of the 5-pin 

terminal labeled “ANALOG IN”. We can see the Arduino is already mounted onto the Walrus robot. Also 
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note the location of a 5-pin terminal labeled “ANALOG IN” on the Uno. The general shape of the pins and 

headers should be able to match up.  Mount the FunduMoto shield onto the Uno by inserting the shield’s 

ANALOG IN pins into the Uno’s ANALOG IN terminals.  Make sure that the FunduMoto shield’s “Analog 

0” pin gets inserted into the Uno’s “A0” terminal.  The other pins should follow along the same row and 

shape for a smooth fit together.  We need the pins and headers of both circuit boards to be lined up and 

inserted correctly.  Please see the Figures 2a and 2b to see how the FunduMoto two circuit boards are 

correctly assembled. 

 

3)  Remove the “OPT” Jumper 

 
 

Notice the 2-pin MALE Header here labelled as “OPT”.  These two pins can be connected together to 

allow voltage to pass from the Arduino board onto the FunduMoto Shield.  You must NOT allow a jumper 

at this location.  If a jumper is found at this location, you must remove it.  Voltage that passes from 

Controller to shield has been identified as causing regulator problems while the controller is also 

connected to a USB cable. 

 

4)  LCD Display and I2C Adaptor 
 

 
Figure 3a      Figure 3b 
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Use four Female/Female jumper wires to connect the LCD to the L298P FunduMoto shield.  

Colors & Functions: Yellow SCL (Analog 4), Orange SDA (Analog 5), Green +5, and Blue GND. 
 

The LCD display can be a vital part of any robot. The LCD display board (as seen in Figure 3b) is 

included with this robot kit.  The LCD display shows 2 lines of 16 characters with a bright backlight to make 

reading easier.  Blink the light as a method to get attention. This display can quickly show the outside world 

what is happening inside the controller. Please refer to the tutorial “Using the I2C LCD with the FunduMoto 

Shield” for a comprehensive tutorial of installing and using the I2C LCD display.   

 

5)  Ultrasonic Sensor 
 

 
Figure 4a     Figure 4b    Figure 4c 

Use four Female/Female jumper wires to connect the Ultrasonic sensor (as seen in Figure 4c) to 

the FunduMoto shield. Colors & Functions: Black GND, White Echo, Grey Trig, and Purple +5V. 

 

Look on the shield to find the yellow 4-pin header labeled “Ping”. Connect the + pin (5v) of the shield 

to the VCC pin of the Ultrasonic sensor. Next, connect the R pin (pin 8) of the shield to the Trig pin of the 

sensor. Connect the T-pin (pin 7) of the shield to the “Echo” pin of the sensor. Connect the G pin of the 

shield to the Gnd pin of the sensor. The ultrasonic sensor should be wired to the FunduMoto shield and ready 

for software. 

 

6)  Servo  

 
Figure 5a     Figure 5b 

Connect the three wire cable of the servo (as seen in Figure 5a) into the FunduMoto shield. 
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Notice that the servo has a three-wire cable to provide Ground, Voltage, and position signal.  Route the 

wires from the servo to the Arduino controller. Notice that the FunduMoto shield has a special place for the 

servo connector. This 3-pin header is white and is labeled as “SERVO”. Connect the 9g servo’s brown wire 

to the G pin of the shield. You can see that our cable uses Brown, Red, and Orange insulation.  Some other 

servo cables could use Black, Red, and White. The servo attachment is now complete (Figure 5b). 

 

7)  Bluetooth HC-06 Module 

 

 
Figure 6a      Figure 6b 

Insert the HC-06 Bluetooth module (Figure 6b) into the FunduMoto shield. 

 

Locate the 4-pin terminal labeled “BT2” on the shield. Next, note the HC-06 Bluetooth module’s pin 

labels (they are RX, TX, GND, and +5V). Insert the module’s RX pin into the R terminal of the shield, the 

TX pin into the T terminal, the GND pin into the Negative terminal, and the +5V pin into the Positive 

terminal. If attached correctly, the Bluetooth module’s labels (RX, TX, GND, +5V) should all face 

frontwards on the robot, and the green radio board with antenna (located on the back of the Bluetooth 

module) should be facing rearwards on the robot. Refer to Figure 6a for visual aid. 

 

DO NOT insert the Bluetooth module into the 4-pin terminal labeled “MA MB”. Inserting the Bluetooth 

module into the Motor connector will surely damage the Bluetooth module and could further damage the 

Walrus robot… and nobody wants a fried Walrus. 

 

NOTE: The Walrus robot cannot be programmed while the bluetooth module is inserted into the connector.  

Unplug the HC-06 Bluetooth module whenever programing the robot. If left in, then the Arduino IDE will 

fail to send the program to the Arduino. 

 

8)  Motors & Wheels 
 

Your kit included 24gage wires that are White, Yellow, and Grey. Strip the insulation off the ends 

of these wires to reveal about 1/8 inch of copper for soldering to the motor terminals. Use these four 
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new wires, a soldering iron, solder, and a Phillips screwdriver to connect the two motors to the 

FunduMoto shield. 

 

 
Figure 7a 

Use a soldering iron and solder to attach one end of the white wire to the bottom side of the motor.  

Attach one end of a grey wire to the top terminal of the motor (Figure 7a).  If you aren’t familiar with using 

a soldering iron, please practice with connecting one wire to other wires. The terminals of the motor cannot 

be repaired if you overheat them and break them off.  Route these motor wires through the robot frame and 

around to the blue motor terminals of FunduMoto shield. 

 

 
Figure 7b 

Locate the two blue screw-terminals labeled “MOTORB” on the FunduMoto shield. Insert the free end 

of the white wire into the left terminal of the MOTORB section, and insert the free end of the grey wire into 

the rightmost terminal of the MOTORB section (Figure 7b). Do not solder the wires to the terminals. Use 

a screwdriver to ttighten the terminal screws so that the wires are snug. Do not over-tighten. 

MOTORB 

MOTORA 
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Figure 7c 

 

Use a soldering iron and solder to attach one end of the yellow wire to the top terminal of the motor. 

Attach the grey wire to the bottom terminal of the motor (Figure 7c). Route these motor wires through the 

robot frame and around to the blue motor terminals of FunduMoto shield. 

 

Locate the two blue screw-terminals labeled “MOTORA” on the FunduMoto shield (at this point, this 

set should have two vacant terminals, each located to just the right of MOTORB). Insert the end of the grey 

wire into the left terminal of the MOTORA section.  Insert the yellow wire into the right terminal of the 

MOTORA section. Refer back to Figure 7b for visual aid. Do not solder the wires to the terminals. Use 

a screwdriver to tighten the terminal screws so that the wires are snug. Do not over-tighten. 
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9)  Photo-resistors 
 

 
Figure 8a      Figure 8b 

When adding the photo-resistors, you may choose to either solder them to the wiring entirely, or 

to use the mini breadboard and minimize the soldering required (see Figures 8a-8b). 

 

For Soldering Only: 

Use six Male/Female (M/F) jumper wires. For all six wires, carefully remove the black plastic covering 

on the Male side. For two of the six wires, carefully remove the black plastic covering on the Female side. 

You will have four new M/F wires and two new M/M wires. Refer to Figure 8a for the wiring diagram. 

With a soldering iron, solder the ends of one M/M wire to one end of each photo-resistor. Solder the 

other M/M wire to one end of each pull-down resistor. Follow the wiring diagram in Figure 8a to correctly 

complete the circuit. Make sure to take note of which junctions the input, outputs, and ground are soldered 

to. Skip down to 8.II Shield Connection for instructions on how to properly connect the wires to the 

FunduMoto shield. 

 

For Using the Breadboard: 

Use eight M/F jumper wires. For four of the six wires, carefully remove the black plastic covering on 

the female side. You will have four M/F wires and four new M/M wires. Refer to Figure 8b for the wiring 

diagram. 

 
Figure 8c      Figure 8d 
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Figure 8e 

For each M/M wire, solder only one end to the two photo-resistors with a soldering iron. Follow the 

wiring diagram in Figure 8b to correctly complete the circuit. Notice that the only soldering required in this 

version is for directly connecting the two photo-resistors. For further visual aid, see Figures 8c-8e. Skip 

down to 8.II Shield Connection for instructions on how to properly connect the wires to the FunduMoto 

shield. 

 

 
Figure 8f 

On the FunduMoto shield, connect the input wire to any red pin header labeled “+5”. Attach the photo-

resistor output wires to the white pins Analog 2 (A2) and Analog 3 (A3). Finally, connect the pull-down 

resistor output wire to any black pin header labeled “GND”. Refer to Figure 8f for visual aid. 

 

GND 
+5 A2 

A3 
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10)  Bumper Switches 
 

 
Figure 9a 

On two M/F jumper wires, carefully remove each black plastic Male cover. Then, carefully remove 

a Female cover from one F/F jumper wire, and remove both Female covers from a different F/F 

jumper wire. Use these three new M/F jumper wires, the new M/M jumper wire, a soldering iron, 

and solder to wire the bumper switches to the FunduMoto shield. 

 

 

 

 

ADD A PHOTO OF THE MODIFIED WIRE JUMPERS TO USE. 

 

 

 

 

 

The bumper switches are used for obstacle detection.  Sensors that can identify a collision are used to 

tell the Walrus robot to change direction of movement. 

 

To wire the micro cherry switches, solder the new M/F wires to the normally open (labeled “NO” on 

the switches) prongs with a soldering iron. See Figure 9a for an example diagram. For ground-wiring, 

connect the switches together by soldering the new M/M wire to each COM prong. Solder the final M/F 

wire to the COM prong of either micro cherry switch. 
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Figure 9b 

 

The wires need to be routed to the FunduMoto shield connectors.  Use the holes in the robot frame to 

safely guide the wires to the top of the robot. 

On the FunduMoto shield, locate the blue 5-pin header labeled “DIGITAL". Connect the output wires 

of the micro cherry switches to the B (pin 6) and G (pin 5) pins of the DIGITAL blue pin header. Notice 

from diagram Figure 9a that the micro cherry switch with the red wire is attached to B (pin 6).  The switch 

with the brown wire is attached to G (pin 5). The grounded wire needs to be connected to one of the black-

header pins labeled “GND” on the FunduMoto shield. If the wiring is done properly, then the Arduino will 

read High (+5VDC) normally and Low (near 0VDC) when the button is pressed. 

 

11)  Battery Holder and Power Switch 
 

Carefully use the wire strippers to remove the insulation from the ends of one Red wire and one 

Black wire. Be sure to reveal about 1/8 inch of copper wire for soldering. Use these two new M/M 

wires, a soldering iron, solder, and a Phillips screwdriver to connect the battery holder and the 

power switch to the FunduMoto shield. 
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Figure 10a 

 

With a Phillips screwdriver, remove the power switch from the robot body if not already done so. 

Removing the power switch will provide extra space for soldering wires to the terminals. Guide the battery 

holder’s red wire and black wire through the switch-mount hole as seen in Figure 10a. With the M/M red 

wire and the M/M black wire, insert them through the platform holes exactly like how they are done in 

Figure 10a. 

 

 
Figure 10b     Figure 10c 

 

On the underside of the power switch, solder the red wires to one column, and solder the black wires to 

the other column. Refer to Figures 10b-10c to see how this is done. 

Be sure to not solder together the battery wires with the M/M red wire and M/M black wire. Do 

not let the soldering of each touch one another. Be as clean and precise as possible with your soldering. 

Failure to do so can result in your Walrus robot without a functioning “Off” switch. 
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Figure 10d 

 

Using a Phillips screwdriver and provided screws, fit the soldered power switch into its designated 

space in the upper platform (Figure 10d). 

 

 
Figure 10e 

 

Locate the blue screw-terminals labeled “VMS” and “GND” on the FunduMoto shield (Figure 10e). 

Connect the power switch to the shield by inserting the free end of the M/M red wire into the VMS terminal 

and inserting the free end of the black wire into the GND terminal. Do not solder the wires to the terminals. 

With a Phillips screwdriver, turn the terminal screws so that the wires are snug. Do not over-tighten. 

 

  

VMS 
GND 
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12)  Power Connector 
 

Carefully strip the ends of one Red wire and one Black wire with a wire stripper. Be sure to reveal 

enough wiring for soldering. Use these two new wires and the 2.1 mm power connector to feed 

power to the Uno. 

 

 
Figure 11a 

 

 
Figure 11b      Figure 11c 

 

Unscrew the metal head of the 2.1mm power connector from the black plastic sleeve (Figure 11a). This 

will reveal the metal head’s positive and negative ends used for connecting wires. Hold the red wire and the 

black wire to fit the plastic protective shell over these two wires. As seen in Figure 11b, solder the red wire 

to the center short prong (positive end).  Solder the black wire to the outside long prong (negative end). Wait 

for the soldered wires to cool down and then twist the protective shell back over the connector (Figure 11c). 
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Figure 11d 

 

Find the blue terminals of the FunduMoto shield where the power will be connected.  The screw-

terminals are labeled “VMS” and “GND”. Insert the black wire into the GND terminal.  This GND terminal 

may already have another black wire in it. Both black wires should fit inside the terminal.  Likewise, insert 

the red wire into the VMS terminal.  This VMS terminal may already have another red wire in it. Both red 

wires should fit inside the terminal.  Refer to Figure 11d for visual aid. Do not solder the wires to the 

terminals. Use the screwdriverto tighten the terminal screws so that the wires are snug. Do not over-tighten.  

 

Finally, insert the 2.1mm power connector into the controller board (Figure 11e below). 

 

 
Figure 11e 

 

 

  

GND 
VMS 
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Common Problems: 
 

 Ultrasonic always reading out “0.00” for the distance. 

o Solution: Exchange the Tigger Pin and Echo Pin wires. 

 

 LCD is not displaying anything on it. 

o Ensure that the program is setup correctly. 

o Solution: Exchange the SDA Pin and SCL Pin wires. 

 

 The Motor is driving in the wrong direction. 

o Solution: Exchange the two wires on the motor that is not working as expected. 

 

 The Bluetooth Module is not detected by the controller. 

o Check if the Bluetooth module is blinking. If not, check if it is plugged in properly and facing 

the correct direction. When powered, the module should light up. 

 


